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ABSTRACT

Thermoelectric generators are solid-state devices that convert heat into electricity using the Seebeck effect, when there is a temperature difference across a thermoelectric material. This research designed an experimentally tested a thermoelectric hot air generator using sixteen SP1848-27145 modules in two parallel strings. The system consists of a biomass combustion chamber, hot air exhauster, hot and cold side heat exchangers. Voltage, current and temperatures in the combustion chamber, hot air heat exhauster, hot side heat exchanger and cold side heat sink were measured. The hot air exhauster, hot side heat sink and cold side maximum temperatures are 178.3°C, 69.2°C and 44.5°C respectively yielding an open circuit voltage of 64 V and current of 1.99 A in the course of the experiment. The thermal performance of the designed hot air exhauster, hot side heat exchanger and cold side heat were simulated using ANSYS Fluent, for pictorial representation of their temperature contours.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electricity is a key part of life and hence almost impossible to live without. We depend heavily on electricity in our daily activities. Our everyday routines heavily rely on the use of energy, whether it be at home, school, the neighborhood retail mall, or our place of employment. (Zohuri, 2016). Compared to other energy sources, electricity has a number of advantages, including the ability to power much more efficient lighting, information and communication systems, and more efficient manufacturing processes. The ability to provide consistent power to everyone in the world has come a long way in recent years, but some areas continue to be particularly underserved. For development organizations and governments to justify their intervention to expand access to and reliability of electricity, it is desirable to know that the intervention would have a causal influence on economic growth, poverty, and other crucial development indicators (Stern et al., 2019). Traditional thermal power plants will increase the amount of pollutants and carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere when they produce energy, which is contrary to what is required in a sustainable society. Promoting clean energy power generation, particularly renewable energy generation, appears to be a logical decision given the demands of increasing energy demand and the goal of reducing carbon emissions (Wang and Li, 2021). Burning fossil fuel contribute to global warming, ozone depletion and unreliable supply, hence the need for more effective power generation system.

Solar energy became a very vital way to generate electricity. Solar technologies help to generate electricity by trapping sunlight via photovoltaic panels known as solar panels or by using mirrors, earth receives sunlight above 1366 W daily (Shaikh et al., 2017). This technology provides electricity from renewable energy source which makes it so important and sustainable. This energy source is completely free and endlessly usable. The main benefit of solar energy over other conventional power sources is that it can be generated using the smallest photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, allowing sunlight to be converted directly into solar energy. A lot of study has been done to combine the sun's energy process by creating solar cells, panels and modules with high converting efficiency (Saraswathi, 2020). This means of electricity generation has some limitations; in areas with very low sunlight, cloudy and raining days, solar irradiation is very poor and totally absent at night. Due to the need to improve and ensure constant supply of electricity in scenarios like this, another means of electricity became apparent. Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are solid-state devices that exploit the Seebeck effect, a process that results in voltage generation when there is a temperature difference across a thermoelectric material, to convert waste heat and cheap and readily available into electrical power (Zhu et al, 2014).
Generation of electricity from hot air become a perfect aid to sunlight. In this technology a device called thermoelectric module helps to convert heat energy directly into electrical energy. The heat can be generated from diverse sources, gas, coal, charcoal, etc. The air in the heat exchanger gets heated up by combustion of fuel in the combustion chamber and moves through several passes to ensure the air is well heated up to the required temperature which in turns heats up the thermoelectric modules and in turn generate electricity. Hot air thermoelectric power generation is not restricted to weather condition and it can be operated at any time of the day. The need to addressing energy poverty in the development debate is strongly supported by the highly important magnitude of electricity's impact on quality of life (Bridge, 2016).

Using the finite element program ANSYS, Virjoghe et al. (2018) worked on the numerical simulation of thermoelectric systems. Preprocessor, solver, and postprocessor are the three stages in which the package operates. Using PREP 7, a physics environment was constructed, a model was developed, meshed, and physics characteristics were assigned to each part of the model. After applying boundary conditions, the solution was run, and the results were reviewed. They came to the conclusion that a lower electrical resistivity will result in less Joule heating, a lower thermal conductivity will result in less heat transfer between the modules, and a higher Seebeck or Peltier coefficient will result in a faster rate of heat removal.

Using a solar concentrator, Fresnel lens, reflecting materials, and solar tracking as a source of heat and a heat sink for heat dissipation, Binu et al. (2017) designed and created a thermoelectric power generator. The Fresnel lens was used to obtain high concentration of solar energy, an inverter was used to convert DC voltage to AC voltage. Their finding indicates the thermoelectric generator performance indices of current, voltage and power is optimal with a hot and cold side temperatures of final maximum output 300°C and cold side 100°C.

Ong (2016) examined thermoelectric hybrid systems, heat pipes, and solar energy for electrical and heating purposes. Heat was dissipated by coolant water flowing in the condenser manifold. The thermal efficiency of a solar, heat pipe, and thermoelectric hybrid system was determined to be comparable to and not significantly lower than that attained with the current application of an Evacuated Tube Heat Pipe Solar Collector (ETHPSC). He came to the conclusion that a solar heat pipe collector with thermoelectric modules could be a very practical tool for generating power and heating water at the same time. Small, portable, moveable, and off-grid power and heating systems could be provided by such hybrid systems for home or small-scale industrial purposes.
Remeli et al. (2015) designed a thermoelectric generator and heat pipe that used a counter-flow air duct heat exchanger to generate power from waste heat. Eight thermoelectric modules sandwiched between two copper blocks were intended to fit within the set-up. A copper coil heater with a temperature setting of 108°C supplied the heat source. The outcome of the experiment demonstrates that improving the mass flow rate in the higher duct relative to the lower duct improves system performance as a whole. Power production and heat transfer are both increased by a larger mass flow rate ratio.

The comparative evaluation of thermoelectric generator energy generation was the focus of Stecanella et al. (2015) investigation. A stainless steel device with a 5mm thickness and a hexagonal shape was put in the generator's exhaust duct. The hot side of the thermoelectric generators receives heat transfer through conduction from the exhaust gases of the electric generators. An electronic device called a programmable logic controller continuously measures the hot and cold temperatures of thermoelectric generators. According to the results, the critical point's temperatures are 350°C on the hot side and 30°C on the cold side, with a heat flow of 247 W and an electric power output of 21.7 W, respectively.

From the review of literature, various works have been done on thermoelectric power generation. Most of these centered on using solar as the energy source and it is known that its reliability cannot be completely guaranteed due to the dynamic nature of weather conditions. At night, there is usually little or no sunshine which reduces its effectiveness. Biomass on the other hand is readily available and can be deployed at any time of the day irrespective of prevailing weather condition. Thus, this research focused on the design of a unique hot air thermoelectric generator consisting of a combustion chamber, hot air exhaust chamber, hot side heat exchanger and cold side heat sink. The hot air exhaust chamber absorbs energy during combustion and the exhaust hot air serves as the energy source for the thermoelectric modules to prevent them from excessive combustion temperature that could lead to thermal induced failure. Practical application areas include battery charging stations, off grid centers, rural communities and even in city centers due to the high cost of electricity tariffs and rising cost of petroleum products in internal combustion engine generators.

2. GENERATOR ARCHITECTURE

The model of the generator and its exploded as shown in Fig. 1 consist of the hot side multi-pass heat exchanger and cold side heat sink with cooling fans, thermoelectric modules sandwiched in between, the hot air extractor a dual combustion.
2.1. Combustion Chamber
The combustion chamber is rectangular and perforated to ensure that there is sufficient air for combustion. It is a dual combustion chamber either charcoal and natural gas can be used as fuel, with a provision for easy dismantling of the gas burner if charcoal is to be burn. The design specification is such that the combustion hot air heat exhauster has a thermal storage steel plate to be maintained at a minimum temperature of 1000°C. The constructional details of the combustion chamber is as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Model of Hot Air Thermoelectric Generator.

Dimensions in mm: \( l_c = b_c = 450, W_c = 200 \)

Fig. 2. Combustion Chamber.
2.2. Hot Air Exhaust Chamber

A heat exchanger ensures efficient heat transfer from one medium to another and the constructional features can be tailored to specific process design (Nimankar and Dahake, 2016; Reyes-León et al, 2011). The exhauster is a heat exchanger with five air passes to ensure the air absorb maximum amount of heat during the combusting process as the air is expected to exit the exhauster at a minimum temperature of 100°C. The constructional details of the hot air exhauster is as shown in Fig. 3. The heat capacity of the inlet and outlet air are expressed as equation (1) and (2) respectively (Çengel et al, 2022):

\[ C_i = \dot{m}_i \times C_{pi} \]  
\[ C_o = \dot{m}_o \times C_{po} \]

Where \( \dot{m}_i \) and \( \dot{m}_o \) are the mass flow rate of inlet and outlet air supplied by the blower, kgs\(^{-1}\); \( C_{pi} \) and \( C_{po} \) are the specific heat capacity of inlet and outlet air kJkg\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\). For steady flow:

\[ \dot{m}_i = \dot{m}_o \]

The heat absorbed by air due to combustion in the combustion chamber is determined using equation (3):

\[ Q_a = C_c \times (T_e - T_a) \]

\[ C_c = C_i \text{ if } C_i < C_o \]  
\[ C_c = C_o \text{ if } C_i > C_o \]  

Dimensions in mm: \( Hx = 500, Do = 45, Wx = 450, Ws = 90, Lx = 450, Td = 5, Wb = 58, hb = 72 \)

Fig. 3. Combustion Hot air exhauster
Where $T_e$ is the exit temperature of air from the exhauster, K; and $T_a$ is the ambient temperature, K. The maximum possible heat to be absorbed by the air is obtained using equation (6):

$$Q_{ma} = C_c \times (T_c - T_a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $T_c$ is the combustion, K. The effectiveness of the hot air exhauster neglecting the effect of temperature on specific heat capacity is then obtain using equation (7) (Çengel et al, 2022):

$$\varepsilon = \frac{C_c(T_e - T_a)}{C_o(T_c - T_a)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Defining the capacity ratio as equation (8):

$$C = \frac{C_i}{C_o}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The Number of Transfer Units (NTU) for a multi pass heat exchanger is obtain using equation (9) (Çengel et al, 2022):

$$NTU_m = \left( \frac{-1} {\sqrt{1+C^2}} \right) \ln \left( \frac{\frac{2}{1+C} - \frac{1+C^2}{2} \varepsilon} {\frac{2}{1-C} + \frac{1+C^2}{2} \varepsilon} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The heat transfer area of a multi-pass heat exchanger is obtain using equation (10):

$$A_{sm} = NTU_m \times \frac{C_i}{U}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Where $U$ is the overall heat transfer coefficient, kWm$^{-2}$K$^{-1}$. The perimeter of each pass is given as equation (11):

$$p = 2 \times (w_s + h_x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where $w_s$ is the width of the hot air exhauster, m, $h_x$ is the height of the hot air exhauster, m. The total length of air passes is obtain using equation (12):

$$L_m = \frac{A_{sm}} {n_p \times p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The total convective area of the hot air exhauster is defining by equation (13):

$$A = L_m \times n_p \times p$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Where $n_p$ is the number of passes, $p$ is the perimeter of each pass, m.

### 2.3. Hot Side Heat Exchanger

The hot side heat exchanger has the same architecture as the hot air exhauster. The length and width of the hot side heat exchanger is prefixed with the assembled modules dimension and allowance for coupling. It has a total of four passes to enable the modules absorb maximum heat from the air with a designed inlet air temperature of 100°C, the air exhaust to the atmosphere through an exit pipe. The constructional details of the hot side heat exchanger is as
shown in Fig. 4. The heat input to the generator modules can readily be obtained from equation (14):

\[ Q_h = \dot{m}_o C_a (T_{hs} - T_1) \]  

(14)

Where \( \dot{m}_o \) is the mass flow rate of outlet air, kg s\(^{-1}\); \( C_a \) specific heat capacity of outlet air, kJ kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\); \( T_{hs} \) is the hot side temperature, K; \( T_1 \) is the exit temperature of the heat exchanger, K.

2.4. Cold Side Heat Sink

The cold side heat sink is used to absorb and dissipate heat from the thermoelectric modules (Mjallal et al, 2017). The length and width of the heat sink is fixed by the dimension of the sixteen modules assembly with some allowance for coupling the cold and hot side heat exchangers which is fixed as 170 mm x 170 mm. The model of the heat sink is as shown in Fig. 5.

Dimensions in mm: \( L_x = 58.56, L_h = 185, L_s = 36.25, L_e = 100, D_e = 50, H_h = 254.5, W_h = 210.4, T_h = 3 \)

Fig. 4. Hot air Heat Exchanger.
Referring to Fig. 5, the base area of the heat sink is expressed as equation (15):

$$A_b = l_k \times w_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Where $l_k$ is the length of heat sink into the paper, m; $w_k$ is the width of heat sink, m. The heat flux is then obtained using equation (16):

$$Q_f = \frac{Q_c}{A_b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Where $Q_c$ is the heat dissipated by the modules, W; $A_b$ is the base area of the heat sink, m$^2$.

The number of fins is estimated using the width expression defined by relation (17):

$$w_k = (n_f \times t_f) + (n_f - 1)s_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Yielding

$$n_f = \frac{w_k + s_f}{t_f + s_f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Where $n_f$ is the number of fins; $t_f$ is the fin thickness, m; $s_f$ is the fin spacing, m. The total surface area of the heat sink using Newton’s law of cooling is obtained using equation (19) (Reddy, 2015):

$$A_t = \frac{Q_c}{h \times (T_{cs} - T_a)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Where $T_{cs}$ is the cold side temperature, K; $h$ is the heat transfer coefficient, Wm$^{-2}$K$^{-1}$. The total convective area is given as equation (20):

$$A_t = (n_f - 1) \times l_k(s_f + 2h_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

From which the height of the fin is obtained using equation (21):

$$h_k = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{A_t}{(n_f-1)l_k} - s_f \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The base of the heat is estimated using equation (22) (Cengel et al, 2022):

$$t_b = R_\theta k_\theta A_b$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)
Where $R_\theta$ is the thermal resistance of the base, °C/W; $k_\theta$ is the thermal conductivity of heat sink material, Wm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$.

2.5. Thermoelectric Generator Performance Indices

Fig. 6 show the SP1848-27145 TEG module consisting of one hundred and twenty six thermocouple junctions under investigation. The module has a dimension of 40 mm x 40 mm x 3.6 mm, a total of sixteen modules was used in the construction in two parallel strings.

Energy supplied to the generator is obtained from equation (23) (Nuwayhid et al., 2004):

$$Q_h = nN\left[2\alpha I T_{hs} + \frac{2kA}{L} \Delta T - \frac{l^2(2\rho L)}{A}\right]$$

(23)

The corresponding energy dissipation from the modules is obtained from equation (24):

$$Q_c = nN\left[2\alpha I T_{cs} + \frac{2kA}{L} \Delta T - \frac{l^2(2\rho L)}{A}\right]$$

(24)

The net power output for the module arrangement is then obtained from equation (25) (Abubakar et al., 2021):

$$P = nN(Q_h - Q_c)$$

(25)

Where $\Delta T$ is the temperature gradient, K; $Q_h$ is the heat input supplied to the modules, W; $Q_c$ is the heat dissipated by the modules, W; $N$ is the number of modules; $n$ = number of couples; $A$ is the area of the thermoelement (leg), m$^2$; $L$ is its length, m; $k$ is the thermal conductivity, Wm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$; $\alpha$ is the Seebeck coefficient, $\mu$VK$^{-1}$; $\rho$ is the electrical resistivity, $\Omega$m; $I$ is the electrical current, A. It has been assumed that the Seebeck coefficient, the thermal conductivity and the electrical resistivity of the n and p legs are approximately the same. The open circuit voltage is given by equation (26) (Nuwayhid et al., 2004; Tervo et al., 2009):

$$V_{0c} = 2\alpha nN \Delta T$$

(26)

The Voltage at Maximum Power is then expressed a equation (27):
\[ V_{mpn} = \frac{V_{oc}}{2} \]  

Efficiency of the thermoelectric module is obtained as equation (28):
\[ \eta_m = \frac{P}{Q_h} \]  

(28)

3. METHODOLOGY

This research focused on the design, construction and experimental testing of a hot air thermoelectric generator. The hot air thermoelectric generator consists of the hot side heat exchanger, heat sink with cooling fans, hot air exhauster with attached air blower, dual combustion chamber, battery bank and a charge controller. The components are modeled, sized and simulated using ANSYS Fluent to visualize their thermal performance followed by experimental testing using biomass as source of fuel. Temperatures were monitored with an MTM-380SD temperature data logger, voltage and current were recorded using a multi-meter and air flow rate monitored with a digital GM-8908 anemometer. The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 7.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis of Combustion Hot Air Exhauster

The 3D model of the Combustion Hot Air Exhauster was drawn using Fusion 360 and the simulation was carried out using ANSYS Fluent to depict the temperature profile across the walls and fins of the exhauster. The base plate of the exhauster is maintained at a combustion temperature of 1226°C, air inlet speed of 5.5 m/s and turbulent flow condition, using an
element size of 0.0035, number of nodes 1,046,727, number of elements 726,267 and a convergence criteria of $10^{-4}$, the thermograph of Fig. 8 was obtained. Fig. 8 represent the temperature distribution across walls and air channel to which the ambient air incoming is exposed. The maximum experimental recorded air temperature exiting the exhauster is 178.3°C with an effectiveness of 0.17, the lower temperature could be attributed to heat transfer losses in the wall of the exhauster and irregular combustion of the biomass.

Fig. 8. Thermograph of Hot Air Exhauster.

4.2. Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis of Hot Side Heat Exchanger

The 3D model of the hot side heat exchanger was drawn using Fusion 360 and the simulation was carried using ANSYS Fluent. The goal of the simulation was to determine the possible outlet air temperature of the heat exchanger and the temperature distribution in the walls and fins of the heat exchanger. The air entering the heat exchanger is maintained at a temperature of 178°C, air inlet speed of 5.5 m/s and turbulent flow condition, using an element size of 0.003, number of nodes 268811, number of elements 1498668 and a convergence criteria of $10^{-3}$, the thermograph of Fig. 9 was obtained depicting the temperature to which the thermoelectric modules will be exposed. The maximum temperature at the top of the heat exchanger to which the modules are exposed is 153°C, maximum experimental exit air temperature is 64.2°C, implying that much about of energy is absorbed by the thermoelectric modules in the course of its operation.
4.3. **Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis of Cold Side Heat Sink**

The 3D model of the Heat sink was drawn using Fusion360 and the simulation was also carried using fusion 360’s thermal simulation feature. The objective of the simulation is to ascertain the thermal response of the modelled cold side heat sink. Grid dependency test was carried out using a convergence criteria of 0.001, the element size was 1.55 mm, number of nodes was 406340 and the number of elements was 343023. The maximum temperature of the heat sink base and fin tip are 49°C and 45°C respectively, maximum experimental recorded temperature is 44.5°C. The thermograph is shown in Fig. 10.

![Thermograph of Hot Air Heat Exchanger](image)

**Fig. 9. Thermograph of Hot Air Heat Exchanger**

4.4. **Thermoelectric Performance Matrices Simulation**

**Fig. 11** shows a response surface plot for heat supplied to the modules. The plot was generated for different values of hot and cold side temperatures. The optimum values of heat supply exist around the areas where there is low cold side and high hot side values of temperatures.

**Fig. 12** shows the surface plot of dissipated heat from the thermoelectric modules also at various hot and cold side temperatures. Clearly heat dissipated is proportional to the temperature gradient across the thermoelectric modules surface.
Fig. 11. Heat Supplied vs Hot and Cold side Temperature.

Fig. 12. Heat Dissipated vs Hot and Cold side Temperature.

Fig. 13 shows a response surface plot of the power output of the thermo-electric generator at different values of hot side and cold side temperature. Clearly the power output is directly proportional to the temperature difference the thermoelectric modules are exposed.

Fig. 13. Power Output vs Hot and Cold side Temperature.

Fig. 14. Efficiency vs Hot and Cold side Temperature.

Fig. 14 shows a response surface plot of the efficiency of energy conversion in the thermoelectric generator at different values of hot and cold side temperatures. Clearly the efficiency of energy conversion is directly proportional to the temperature difference across the exposed surface of the modules. From the simulation, temperature gradient play a significant effect on the performance of the thermoelectric generator.

4.5. Experimental Open Circuit Voltage and Current of the Thermoelectric Generator

Fig. 15 shows the plot of voltage and current against difference in temperature between the hot and cold sides of the thermo-electric modules. The open circuit voltage and current can be seen to increase steadily with an increase in temperature gradient as expected. A maximum voltage of 64 V was recorded at a temperature difference of 133.8°C and at about 150 minutes into the experiment. The corresponding current value at this voltage is 1.99 A.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Thermoelectric generators are solid-state devices that convert heat into electricity using the Seebeck effect, a phenomenon that causes voltage generation when there is a temperature difference across a thermoelectric material. Thus a model of a thermoelectric hot air generator was designed and experimentally tested using biomass as a heating source. Parameters such as voltage, current and temperatures in the combustion chamber, hot air heat exhauster, hot side heat exchanger and cold side heat sink were measured. The hot air exhauster, hot side heat sink and cold side maximum air temperatures are 178.3°C, 69.2°C and 44.5°C respectively. The thermal performance of the designed hot air exhauster, hot side heat exchanger and cold side heat were simulated using ANSYS Fluent. The maximum open circuit voltage and current recorded during the experiment are 64 V and 1.99 A respectively at a temperature gradient of 133.8°C. Thus, the hot air thermoelectric generator be deployed in off grid centers, rural communities and even in city centers due to high cost of electricity tariffs and rising cost of petroleum products as energy source in internal combustion engine electrical generators.
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